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 Influence with House Estival: You have assisted Estival in 
validating his claims by recovering his patents of nobility and 
his family’s signet rings. For this service, you receive 3 Influence 
Points with House Estival. 

   

In addition to the normal uses for influence, you may use these 
influence points with any other reward that awards influence 
with Estival. To qualify, the reward must explicitly mention 
Influence Points with Estival. 

 Meeting with the Bishop: You met with Bishop Haufren, 
leader of the Church of Saint Cuthbert in Verbobonc and head 
of the Council of Abbots. 

 Contempt of Saint Cuthbert: You have blatantly defied the 
will of the Church of Saint Cuthbert. You earn one (1) infamy 
point with the Church of Saint Cuthbert. Members of the 
Church of Saint Cuthbert metaorganization must pay 10 
influence points with the Church or are reduced to the next 
lower tier in the metaorg. Members of the lowest tier are 
removed from the metaorg and are ineligible to rejoin for 12 
months from this date 

*** ERRATA *** 

 The Box of the Black Chapel: You have possession of the 
box found below Castle Estival. It is sealed airtight and is 
waterproof. It is locked (Good lock; Open Locks DC 40). It has 
an arcane lock spell (caster level 20th) cast on it and is immune 
to knock spells and has Hardness 35; 25 hp; Break DC 35. The 
possessor may attempt to open the box once per adventure 
after playing a Verbobonc regional adventure. To do so they 
may use the mechanics above and have a judge adjudicate their 
success or failure. Once opened have the judge sign and date 
below and contact the Verbobonc POC. 

JudgeName___________________ Date______________ 

RPGA #_____________________ AR# Opened ______ 

 Convicted of a Crime: You have been convicted of a crime 
in Verbobonc. Lawful organizations will be leery of your 
reputation in the future. The required influence need to join or 
advance in the Mounted Borderers, Gentleman of the Watch or 
any other military organization is increased by one (1). 

 Enmity of Rhynehurst: Lord Rhynehurst will not soon 
forget you part in restoring House Estival to nobility. You 
forfeit all influence points and favors with House Rhynehurst. 
If you have no influence or favors with Rhynehurst, you instead 
earn one (1) infamy point. 

 Disobeyed a Direct Order: You disobeyed a direct order 
from a Knight Captain of the Mounted Borderers. All time 
requirements for promotion to the next rank are doubled. If 
you already have a penalty doubling your time requirements, 
then the time requirements are tripled. 

In addition, your ‘real time’ requirements are reset to the date 
listed on this document. In addition, you have earned one (1) 
infamy point with House Rhynehurst. 
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